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Mystra Light
When you stop holding to the familiar,
wonders await you.

Newsletter September 2020

September 2020 Tarot Spread

This moment holds the potential of what you can become.
Time is in suspension. This is not the moment to make a move. Wait.
This is the opportunity to contemplate life beyond the immediate, and pursue your goals silently and in
harmony with yourself.
It's a time for reflection upon the past and to experience life with a childhood simplicity. Then, you can
realize how the past has influenced your present and have a new clarity about your pursuit in life. At this
time, you are learning to be alone with yourself, leading you to find your own truth.
Something in the past that you have forgotten may affect you currently, making you react through
inappropriate actions in the present situation. Watch your motives. Reason is essential to prevent more
difficulties.
Your psychic abilities and intuition will be intensified.
This maybe is the beginning of prophetic dreams. Learning to use your intuition as a guide will
accelerate your progress.
A significant person is coming into your life. Someone that can provide help and guidance, but leave to
you the ultimate responsibility.
Things are going to get better.
The people that you share both life's burdens and happiness will be your source for
support. During this moment of loss and new beginnings, you will realize who your
friends are.
The guidance: 0-22 The Fool – A card of choice - The most powerful card in the deck.
The Wise Fool at the end of the spread announces that after all the trials and despair that
you went through, now is time to recuperate, regain your hope and believe in the life
unfolding before you.
You are about to begin a new path, not because you know where you are going, but
because you want to go further than present circumstances. Your inner Fool urges you to
go on when your thinking mind is overly cautious.
Just be aware that when you stop holding to the familiar, wonders await you.
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A Tarot reading gives you the perspective
to be more aware and connected with life.
It gives you the awareness to help you make decisions to keep you safe, to see from
where the solutions are coming from, and to help pay attention to the signs. A reading
helps you to discriminate between your fears and reality to be able to accomplish
what you want. It shows how people around are influencing your life and much more.

September 2020 Discounts
For a month to make the first steps in a new life.

$5 dollars off for one reading.
$10 dollars off for your birthday bonus.
Happy Birthday for all of you born during this month! Get your birthday bonus of $10.00 dollars off for a
½ hour reading or upgrading it to 40 minutes, simply mention your birthday when you book the
appointment. Go to Consulting Tarot to check the special Birthday spreads.
$5 dollars off for Gift Certificates for a unique present to your beloved ones.
$5 dollars off for people who refer to my service and for the first reading of the new person.
Visit my website page Testimonials
If you would like to write a comment about my readings, meditations and/or healings, please email it to
me and I will post it on the website. You will receive a Gift Certificate for a $10 discount on a reading
with my gratitude. Thank you to those that have already sent their feedback!
Phone readings are available at $1.50 per minute
e-mail at Mystra Light

Meditation DVD The Four Elements - DVD de Meditación Los Cuatro Elementos
My meditation DVDs will be released to download and streaming soon to dedicate a
moment just for you when and where preferred.
There is a $5 dollars discount for my phone healing meditations.
I am currently doing personal phone healing-meditations and training for any specific
issues you may need.

“Turn up your light. For, even if you don't know where you are going,
it will be brighter when you get there“.
Lazaris (from Lazaris – Gilbert Williams Calendar)
Type to enter text
Wishing you that the light of your own true guides your steps
to a path of wonder and fulfillment beyond your imagination. - VC
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